
Finding your way
Wetland trail
This 5 km (3 mile) trail leads you 
into the depths of the marshland. 
Immerse yourself in the reserve as 
you walk past lagoons, grazing 
marsh and reedbeds. The paths 
are hard surfaced and level, with 
the exception of the step access 
to East Haven viewing point.

Lapwing trail
Explore the wetland and grassland 
on this 2 km (1.2 mile) trail, perfect 
for the family to explore the 
reserve. What can you see as you 
walk past hedgerows, ditches and 
fields? Keep your eyes peeled and 
ears open! The paths are hard 
surfaced with a gentle slope to the 
north east corner of the reserve.

Hedgerow trail
This 1 km (0.6 mile) trail is perfect 
for little legs or a quick breath  
of fresh air. Look out for butterflies  
in the summer and birds feasting 
on berries in autumn and winter.  
The paths are hard surfaced  
and level.
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To avoid disturbance we ask that dogs are only walked on the public footpaths and 
that they are kept on leads. Registered assistance dogs only are allowed on the rest 
of the nature trails. 
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Look out for flocks 
of finches flitting 
among the bushes 
and scrub along the 
edge of the marsh.

The reedbed is at its busiest 
in summer when many 
birds, like reed warblers,  
use it for nesting.

We provide cover 
to help declining 
farmland birds, such 
as corn buntings.

The wet grassland  
here gives fantastic 
views of a whole 
range of wading birds, 
including lapwings  
and redshanks.
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